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Almost everyone knew that tanks would play a large part in the next war. Cambrai, Amiens, and a host of other actions during 1917 and 1918 had shown that. The real question was what part. Would future tanks merely be, as most opponents of mechanization believed, a “powerful auxiliary to infantry and cavalry”? That was largely what tanks had been in the World War. It was also, until well into the 1930s, what all the world’s major armies expected them to be in any war to come: a company of tanks to stiffen the battalion of foot, a tank battalion to augment the power of the infantry division much as its artillery did. Critics of mechanization freely granted tanks a part in future war, but never the leading part.

Advocates of mechanization beheld a grander vision. They knew that the slow, thin-skinned, short-ranged, unreliable tanks of the Great War could do little more than add weight to the infantry assault. But they dreamed of a larger role for what tanks might become—swift and potent machines to restore maneuver to the battlefield and forestall the return of trench warfare. They urged adoption of

the tank as the principal fighting arm, to which the infantry and the other arms will form auxiliaries as required, instead of making the tank as heretofore, an auxiliary of the infantry arm. Armored divisions, even tank armies, not mere companies or battalions, were the proper goal. Armor might supplant infantry as the heart of armies. This vision inspired the doctrine of armored, or mechanized, warfare and provoked a controversy that lasted two decades and more.

The doctrine arose and first flourished in the British Army. Its founder was J. F. C. Fuller, whose persuasive advocacy of the new idea during the World War and after rallied a remarkable band of supporters to the cause. Fuller and his disciples, first among them B. H. Liddell Hart, argued the case for mechanization with immense skill, not only to their fellows but also before the bar of history. The story of mechanization has largely been told by its sponsors and their converts, both in Great Britain, its homeland, and abroad. Their case seems all the more ironclad today, for what they foretold came to pass. Armor did rule the battlefields of World War II, and large-scale trench warfare did not recur.

Yet the record of controversy remains. Much of the argument was reasoned and thoughtful, and both sides addressed real issues—specific technical, tactical, and operational questions related to the military use of tanks and tank forces. But there was more to the story. It was no simple matter of summing the pluses and minuses, then reading off the logical result. Tanks meant something more than technological progress
to the officers who argued about how they should be used. Emotion, even passion, colored the debate. It may also have in some ways shaped the political-military judgments that decided national policies toward mechanization. These symbolic and psychological aspects of the case are the subject of this essay.

I am here concerned more with the spirit of the controversy than its substance, although the substance was unquestionably important and the two can seldom be sharply divided. The task is no easy one. We may scarcely expect to find in half-century-old professional military journals forthright comments on, for example, an officer's emotional response to tanks. What we do find is a spectrum of recurrent themes, allusions, and unexpected turns of phrase. What we find, in short, is latent content among the overt concerns of advocates and opponents of mechanization. There was implied as well as explicit meaning in what they wrote, and that hidden meaning can also be read.

I

The men who joined the new Tank Corps during the World War were attracted by what one of them described as

an iron monster, breathing fire and exhaling bullets and shells, hurling itself against the enemy, unassailable by man and impervious to the most deadly engines of war; sublime, indeed, in its expression of indomitable power and resolution. . . . Above all, the new monster had our imaginations in thrall.

Statements encompassing both power and terror reflected the ambivalence of men who found the new machines at once exciting and frightening:

There was something inexorable and inhumanly purposeful about them. Whatever may be the feelings of the men inside the machine, the machine itself is horribly expressionless.

The source of terror was precisely this blank visage,

the absence of any visible human agency. The crew were unseen; Invicta seemed to deal death of its own volition. . . . War is always frightful, but in mechanical warfare there is an added terror arising from the inherent insensibility of the machine.

Filmmakers, we may note, have exploited this perception: blank, faceless, inexorable, tanks have often served as a ready symbol for the impersonal horror of modern war.

But if terrible to the foe, tanks were havens on the battlefield for their friends:

A tank crew is spared most of the horrors of the battle-field. They do not see or hear their stricken comrades; they do not see or hear the bursting shells, than which there is nothing more nerve-wracking.

Not only did the crew members' "steel walls [give] them a sense of security, [but] their faith in their machines inspired them with great confidence." This union of outward aggression and inward security was unique to the tank. Perhaps more than anything else, it created the psychic resonance that echoed and
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re-echoed in the thinking that revolutionized the theory and practice of war between 1919 and 1939. The union of mobile hitting power and protection was the constantly reiterated theme of the case for mechanization:

With tanks, the soldier has the ideal and long-sought combination of fire and movement, with a speed across country that will exceed that of cavalry, and a degree of protection formerly undreamed of."

The first modern tank was the British Vickers Medium, which entered service in 1923. In what was essentially a single step, the slow-moving siege machine of the World War was transformed into a swift instrument of maneuver. From the beginning, however, advocates of mechanization stressed the importance of what tanks might become, not what they were. Their common view was that "present tanks are but embryos, and none can say what forms the monstrous brood may take." They rarely denied "that the tank as existing at present has its definite limitations," but they also insisted that "limitations weighing on the older arms" could only grow more severe as time passed and weapons improved, "whereas mechanical warfare has within itself potentialities of which we have as yet only touched the fringe."

There was a sense of power in using tanks, compounded of controlling great strength and exercising a wide-ranging independence. And, too, there was a sense of exhilaration in careening cross country in a fast modern tank, once such tanks became available. Such machines displayed a potential that seemed to one infantry officer, after his first ride, the very incarnation of "a childhood dream, often repeated, of possessing the power of a giant with the added capability of swift and effortless movement."

The art of war had vanished in the Great War's "squalid trench labyrinths," its "nightmare [of] colossal casualty lists." Armies "gripped as by a vise by the machine gun, barbed wire, and the spade" were paralyzed by "the power of defence and the impotence of the attack." To revive the lost art of war was "the whole object and hope of mechanization in the army." With a tool like the tank force at hand, the officer might cease to be an impotent bystander and regain his power to direct and control the course of events. The tank, like the rapier wielded by those heroes of our boyhood's storybooks, ... can strike the enemy's body where we will and, as it were, in the twinkling of an eye.

Now might "speed both of mind and movement [become] dominant." The familiar war of stable fronts and well-aligned troops would become a war of areas, "of sudden and unexpected operation," of "battles almost uncontrollably fluid," of "the very greatest rapidity," of "great distances and ... exceedingly long range," of front lines indistinguishable from rear areas. "Trench warfare deliberation"—the massing of reserves and supplies, the endless pounding of the guns, "the more than religious importance attached to holding ground"—would give way to fast and deep penetration ... wide and rapid flanking movements ... fronts and flanks anywhere ... in fact, conditions of area fighting instead of the linear battle-front operations of the flesh-and-blood armies of the past.

An air of confidence and faith in the future pervaded the case for mechanization. The prospect of battles without boundaries, of open and wide-ranging movement, of an army "more independent and free, more mobile, light-hearted and buccaneering"—the prospect, in short, of armored warfare—advocates of mechanization greeted as the promise of war ... again become more of an art and less of a business. Surprise will be restored to its former position of importance, and we may hope to see again brilliant manoeuvres and decisive battles reminiscent of Marlborough and Napoleon."
They feared that "commanders accustomed to handling ordinary formations of infantry, cavalry and artillery would be likely to go badly astray under such super-charged conditions,"\(^9\) that the traditional combat arms had themselves become "an anachronism and a brake on the wheel of progress."\(^41\) The shape of the 20th century mirrored the internal combustion engine. By "altering the whole pace and range of civil life [that one advance made] the mechanization of armies... inevitable."\(^42\) Mechanization could "rejuvenate the army"\(^43\) by drawing upon "a younger generation... bred up with mechanized vehicles, who will be imbued with mobility of thought and action."\(^44\)

In a lecture before the Royal Artillery Institution at Woolwich in 1924, a lieutenant colonel of tanks spelled out the challenge both to senior officers and to the older arms. He first addressed the junior officers in his audience:

It is you I am trying to interest to-day. It is your weapon I am going to discuss. The senior officers may talk a lot about it, but in the great day the subalterns of 1924 will be handling it or destroying it. *The Tank is the Youth of the Army.*

He then turned to the senior arms:

You, the older services, are our betters. We have all the faults of youth and those faults may at times annoy you. We are inclined to be above ourselves, to make tremendous claims for our arm which you, our betters, may not allow. All restrictions are irksome and sometimes we resent being hemmed in by precedent. But we have youth's greatest asset, we are enthusiasts. We believe we have a weapon that properly handled will so quicken up war as to revolutionize it.\(^45\)

To argue, as so many critics of mechanization did, that this or that tank was lacking, that one or another experimental unit displayed weaknesses, that the last word in technical development had yet to be uttered, all meant little to the case for mechanization. Its advocates themselves mentioned the faults of tanks more often than their virtues. What mattered was the idea of a new kind of war, not the machine that might promote it. The tank could be faulted, even dismissed as worthless, without compromising the principle.\(^46\) It was merely the tool. Mechanization was less a blueprint that a prospectus. Perhaps more than anything else it was a new military gospel. When the British Army issued the first official manual on mechanized war in 1929, Fuller welcomed it as the gospel made manifest:

Today in the British Army we have a new tactical testament, because we are the believers in a new military gospel, and it is the gospel which has created the book—the belief of the soldier in the newest arms which science and industry have rendered possible.\(^47\)

To many advocates of mechanization, science applied to war was the key. What to do with new weapons, how to use them effectively, had become acute problems since the mid-19th century as a "surge of miraculous invention"\(^48\) transformed the society of which armies were a part and altered "very deeply the character of war."\(^49\)

Swept by a swelling flood of new and improved weapons, the ever-shifting technical foundations of military operations had for decades thwarted the best efforts of army planners. And since the World War "the pace of scientific and mechanical progress [had] been revolutionized, not merely accelerated."\(^50\) But now modern technology permitted the design of new machines to meet military demands; engineers could provide the machines that tactics required. Fuller sounded the keynote of the new age at its dawn: "There is nothing too wonderful for science—we of the fighting services must grasp the wand of this magician and compel the future to obey us."\(^51\)

II

Critics disdained the magician's wand. They saw no need for it or its products. Armored warfare appeared to them nothing
but an untested theory supported by neither wartime experience nor peacetime experiment. They dismissed the claim that tanks had decided the World War—calling them at best “only aids to victory,” 55 at worst “a freak [of] exceptional [conditions] not likely to recur.” 53 Tanks may have done well enough to allow them a place in future war, but no more than that. Peacetime army maneuvers were equally suspect. Conducted in country so ideal for tanks, under circumstances so remote from real war, their lessons could only be “equivocal,” 54 “unreliable,” 55 or “false.” 56 The critics may have been right. Advocates of mechanization, too, sometimes questioned the results. 57 But since maneuvers tended to show armored forces in a better light than the older arms, critics more often than advocates found the results misleading.

Until tank forces proved themselves in a new war their supposed value must remain doubtful. But the lessons of new wars proved no less ambiguous:

If . . . a third-rate ‘man-power’ army, such as the Abyssinian, can impose a delay of many months on a mechanized opponent, what is going to happen when the modern army meets its like? Perhaps we had better wait and see. 58

They waited, and what they saw was tanks useless in the Chaco War between Paraguay and Bolivia, 59 an Italian mechanized column routed at Guadalajara in the Spanish Civil War, 60 a lucky German triumph in Poland which proved nothing. 61 They saw, in other words, what they expected, just as did advocates of mechanization who dismissed the mishaps of mechanized forces in Ethiopia and Spain as evidence only of faulty machines poorly handled. 62

A striking, if not altogether surprising, feature of the mechanization controversy was the failure of the two sides to talk to each other. The one often overlooked, ignored, or mistook the arguments of the other, less likely to address a rival than rehearse the settled conclusions of a friend. This failure of each to confront the other was nowhere more glaring than when the dispute turned to the costs of mechanization. On its face, the economics of the case should have been a matter of objective fact, however complex in detail. Yet when its sponsors called mechanization economical and its critics judged it too costly, they were not talking about the same thing at all.

Advocates of mechanization saw men as “the expensive item” in an army, 63 and mechanization promised to reduce the need for men. The concentrated firepower of a tank brigade exceeded that of an infantry division and was wielded by far fewer troops. 64 That made the armored force “cheaper per unit of fighting power than one composed only of human and animal elements.” 65 And the savings did not end there. Mechanization meant “quicker and more decisive results, and therefore in the end less expenditure of life.” 66 Fewer men on the field of battle, and those protected by armor, meant fewer lives lost. This was the real economy of mechanization. Machines rather than men might pay the cost of future war.

But to its critics the economics of mechanization began with the price of tanks, and that price was too high. No nation in peacetime “could sanction the capital expenditure required to provide the necessary tanks” 67 or the “indirect heavy capital outlay” for needed support facilities. 68 Yet there was more, the “heavy and proportionately increasing cost of maintenance and replacement.” 69 A mechanized army would have to be refitted every few years, lest it find itself at war with “a vast quantity of what may prove to be not only useless and obsolete machines, but literal deathtraps.” 70 Adding the expense of keeping a mechanized army up-to-date to the cost of building it in the first place pushed the price too high for its critics, the more so since they saw no reason to pay.

They disliked tanks—these “mechanized or armour-plated novelties,” 71 offending the ear with “roar and clatter,” 72 the nose with a foul “savour of carbon-monoxide” 73—but that was only the beginning. They were both disquieted by tanks and disturbed by the
claims of advocates. The case against mechanization attacked its advocates as much as the doctrine itself. Critics denounced them as purveyors of "quack remedies" or "prophets who make extravagant claims." They warned against the "mad outpourings [of] enthusiasts for mechanization," and the "revolutionary military thought [and] strong communistic tendencies [of] extremists." Critics of mechanization were far more apt than advocates to charge their rivals with incompetence, base motives, or fanaticism, a sign of how deep the issue cut, how basic the beliefs that were threatened.

Some who opposed mechanization were more restrained, stressing the virtues of careful progress over the dangers of reckless enthusiasm. "It is only by trial and error that safe progress can be achieved," they cautioned, even though to many "the progress made may have seemed slow and the results disappointing." But vilification and procrastination were two sides of one coin. The same writer who decried "fanatical enthusiasts" praised as "infinitely [sound] the system of gradual change after exhaustive experiment." Both name-calling and excessive prudence mirrored fear of mechanization and what it might bring.

The shifting, fluid, and rapid war of area rather than line forecast by advocates of mechanization seemed a chancy and unsure kind of war to its critics. Battles, they believed, were won "by hard thinking, hard fighting and hard work," not by "moving about the battle-field in the hope of outflanking the enemy." Tanks were "intrusive machines" that "usurped" the rightful place of men on the field of battle. The "basic principles of war [were] immutable" and always favored "the man fighting on his own feet" over any machine, however powerful. "In the end it always comes to the push of the pike... by hand of man." Tanks threatened to replace the proper war of clearly separated armies moving step by step from one sharply defined place to another, with a reckless and unrestrained plunge into the unknown, with "eccentrically moving armies, adrift from their anchorages."

The pronounced stress critics placed on the vulnerability of tanks and tank forces underscored these feelings. Tanks themselves were "terribly vulnerable things" that had to keep moving or be destroyed. As one infantry officer warned,

History demonstrates that armour has never yet defeated the weapon; and inevitably, sooner or later, an efficient anti-tank gun will be produced: this will have much the same effect in immobilizing the tank as the machine gun has had against infantry, although the resultant loss in fighting power will be more extensive and more difficult to make good.

Supply presented immense problems. "Man and horse can live on half rations, but a carburetor must always be full." Critics foresaw a mechanized "army infinitely more sensitive in its vulnerable tail than the armies of the flesh and blood type of the pre-motor periods." It would find "the protection of [its] "lifeblood" arteries [its] most absorbing anxiety; since an obstruction might, at any moment, mean an irretrievable disaster." Even the assault of massed tanks could prove a rash venture against a cool defense that first yielded before the "penetrative" force, then gathered at the lips of the salient to pinch it out. [Finally,] counter-attacked from one or two flanks, [the tanks] must, if the counter-attack is properly constructed, be pinched out, isolated and annihilated.

Thus might the army that relied too greatly upon tank forces be shorn of its power and reduced to impotence.

To some it seemed "quite within the bounds of possibility that [further technical developments] will make tanks useless as weapons of attack" or "so disorganize an army designed with the tank as keystone that victory through the action of the longer established arms will be facilitated." The prospect did not displease them. Opponents of mechanization in every country would surely have found much to commend in the views a retired American cavalry general
addressed to the editor of the *Cavalry Journal*:

We should employ our wits not so much in the invention of proper use of mechanized warfare devices as on the best way of destroying these engines of war. . . . Let us use a little American inventiveness, and machines will be as useless in war as the German submarines and Zeppelins had become in 1918.97

III

Having shown how the rival sides in the mechanization controversy sometimes expressed themselves in slightly unusual or unexpected terms, I would now suggest that these seeming anomalies were not merely idiosyncratic or accidental. Instead, they form a consistent pattern. Tanks were thrilling, and they were frightful. Indeed, they were sexy and violent. The juxtaposition of sex and violence throughout the dialog characterizes what one writer terms the "masculine mystique," perhaps epitomized in the image of the warrior.98 Armed combat, as a Yale social scientist once observed, has been "the business of one sex," a fact reflected in and reinforced by the uncompromising masculinity of weapons.99 That weapons may serve as sexual symbols is a commonplace of psychoanalytic theory and a cliché of vulgar Freudianism.100 Like spears, swords, arrows, or guns, tanks displayed or connoted such typically masculine attributes as hardness, power, mobility, and projection.

But tanks did more. They also incorporated protective, enclosing, and securely womb-like feminine attributes, something unprecedented in modern weapons for land warfare. What made tanks unique was an amalgam of disparate masculine and feminine traits. They were, if you will, androgynous, with all the ambiguously positive and negative meanings that term implies.101 Such equivocal traits provoked uniquely ambivalent reactions. For some men, this may have been the source of creative tension that produced a new vision of warfare. A degree of psychological femininity is one of the traits that divide the creative men in a field from their more routine-bound colleagues. Others include a tolerance for ambiguity, a readiness to discard rules that no longer work, a willingness to persist in the face of criticism. All characterized the leading advocates of mechanization.102

Ambiguity and ambivalence, however, can also be disturbing. Although advocate and critic alike seemed fascinated by tanks, the results were very different. The same ambiguity—both of the machines and the battlefields they promised to create—that inspired advocates threatened critics. Where advocates of mechanization saw the promise of power, freedom, and a rebirth of the art of war in tanks rightly used, critics saw fragile machines, vulnerable armies, and looming disaster. Anxiety may explain the imagery of castration and impotence so striking in the case against mechanization.

The whole tenor of the arguments both for and against mechanization confirms that a good deal more was at stake for the proponents of each side than merely how tanks should be used in a future war. On one side were ranged junior officers and officers in the army's newer technical branches.103 They urged, even demanded, change to meet the crisis of modern war and to align the army "with the trend of civil life and modern scientific thought."104 They called themselves "prophets"105 and preached the gospel of a new way in war, of

a new model army, an army of educated men, of formidable weapons and of astonishing movement, an army led by scientists and fought by mechanics—a true machine of war.106

On the other side were senior and retired officers, and officers in the older combat arms, claiming that nothing had changed, or should. They saw themselves epitomized in the "sound, commonsense Englishman"107 concerned with "practical problems and possibilities, [not] the misty . . . future."108 The tank was just a machine, useful in some ways, useless in others:
Let us make full use of our new servant, but do not let us put upon it burdens which are too great for it to bear and which, by its fundamental character, it is not qualified to carry.\textsuperscript{109}

The tank and its limitations furnished the substance of the case against mechanization, but its threat to the established order instilled the spirit.

By and large, the advocates of mechanization seemed to have the better of it in the major military journals. Not only were there twice as many articles for as against mechanization, but the pro-mechanization articles also seem, on the whole, to have been better written. In contrast to the assured and forceful case for mechanization, the counterargument often seems strained and disjointed, even shrill.\textsuperscript{110} Yet all this may really have mattered little. Costly, untried, and full of implications for the very structure of military institutions, mechanization held small appeal for the senior officers whose opinions mattered, however they may have reacted to its latent meaning.

There was, of course, a great deal more than impassioned reactions to tanks in the story of mechanization during the 1920s and 1930s, but this underlying conflict may have done more than a little to shape the development of a tactical doctrine of armored warfare. It may also help to explain the ultimate fate of mechanization as a military policy.

Although the doctrine had seemed to flourish in the British Army during the 1920s, appearances were misleading. The early British lead was lost, and J. F. C. Fuller, the foremost advocate of mechanization, was himself forced from active service. By the mid-1930s the initiative had passed to the German Army. The major architect of German mechanization, Heinz Guderian, freely admitted his intellectual debt to the British theorists. But the German Army, unlike the British, procured tanks in large numbers, and Guderian himself organized, trained, and directed its tank forces. These developments stemmed from political decisions, not military. Senior German officers no more endorsed such a policy than their British counterparts. In a postwar interview, General Ritter Wilhelm von Thoma, one of Rommel’s subordinate commanders in North Africa, recalled the “resistance from the higher generals of the German Army” to the creation of armored forces. They did not understand the technique of armoured warfare, and were uncomfortable with such new instruments. We could have gone ahead much faster but for their attitude.\textsuperscript{111}

The difference was the degree of support at the highest levels of government. German advocates of mechanization had the inestimable advantage of a chief of state who himself became a tank enthusiast. Hitler saw immediately what armored forces could mean for a rebuilt German Army. “That’s what I need!” he exclaimed at his first review of armored units after becoming Chancellor. “That’s what I want to have!”\textsuperscript{112} This may not have been quite the instant conversion it seemed, however. In Mein Kampf a decade earlier he had noticed “the general motorization of the world, which in the next war will manifest itself overwhelmingly and decisively.”\textsuperscript{113} Whatever the timing, there may well have been some subtle meshing of the image of mechanized war with the mental set of the authoritarian leader. Hitler was not alone in succumbing to the spell of tanks. Mussolini’s Italy and Stalin’s Russia were also eager adopters of the new instruments of war.\textsuperscript{114}

Fuller himself, in fact, made the linkage quite explicit, and acted upon it by joining the British Union of Fascists after he was forced from the army in 1933. His personal brand of fascism was idiosyncratic—he called it synthetic-iconoclasm—but it grew from the same reasoning that had generated the doctrine of armored warfare.\textsuperscript{115} Just as a scientific machine age demanded mechanization because the warfare of mass man was obsolete, so such an age demanded fascism because the politics of mass man, democracy, was outmoded.\textsuperscript{116} A then little-known French officer, Charles de Gaulle, won himself a
name as an advocate of mechanization when he published his call for the salvation of France through an elite professional army and elite political leadership. Not every advocate of mechanization shared such views; perhaps not very many did. But the case for mechanization did echo some of the basic themes of modern authoritarianism.

For the military advocates of mechanization, the core idea was the union of gun and armor in fast-moving machines which might return to battle its power to decide. Armored forces could revive the lost potency of armies and renew their capacity for decisive action. As one young officer expressed it,

"Science has reduced warfare to a grim and dreadful business about which the world retains few illusions of romance and glamour; but she may yet restore to battle something of its lost Homeric savour in the tank combats of the future."

And so in some ways it did, once the political decision to create tank forces had been effected.

Key to the political vision of mechanization was its symbolization of power, menace, and impersonal terror. Terror, Fuller asserted in 1936, might well decide the next war. Policy, like doctrine, may involve passion as well as reason, and the one need not exclude the other. A mechanized army appealed to Hitler, one of his most thoughtful biographers suggests, because it gave the impression that the German military machine was more than life-size, that it possessed some virtue of invincibility against which ordinary men could not defend themselves.

In its mechanized army, Nazi Germany realized one of the earliest dreams of fascism, the triumph of machine-augmented masculine power over all that is weak, soft, and effeminate. If mechanization needed the new political order to move from theory to practice, fascism also required the new military order to achieve its goals. As one British officer noted with some unease in 1938, "Only a madman would launch a nation into war without a better recipe for victory than that which willy-nilly had to serve in 1914-1918." Fascism meant war, and mechanization promised a way to make war victorious.

Innovations are seldom measured only by utility. Such issues as cost and efficiency may, of course, be decisive, but motives for accepting or rejecting change are often mixed. In the case of mechanization, tanks and tank forces may have assumed a certain symbolic significance, and the psychology of mechanization, in turn, may have helped shape both doctrine and policy. This is not to say that symbol and psyche were the sole, or even the chief, determinants of the fate of mechanization. But if not all-important, they still weighted the outcome.

At the very least, recognizing the psychological resonances of an innovation like mechanization may aid us to understand, in part, why some men were willing to stake their careers, indeed in a real sense their lives, on its implementation, while others perceived an all-destructive threat to be resisted at all costs. Such an understanding may not be of purely antiquarian interest. The military imagination of the past half century seems increasingly to have been captured by complex and fascinating weapon systems. Perhaps the tank was a harbinger of the future in more ways than even its most ardent advocates dreamed.
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